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6. Over the next decade, $50 billion ---- to be
spent building new pipelines over land,
according to one estimate.

TENSES / MODALS / PASSIVES – 2
1. The brain, like the rest of the nervous system,
---- of nerve cells, also ---- neurons.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

composes / calling
is composed / called
was composed / to call
had composed / to calling
has composed / being called

7. Everyone is advised ---- a properly fitted helmet
when he or she ---- her tricycle.

2. If you ---- the only function of light is to enable
us to see, you ---- more wrong because it
affects us both physically and mentally.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

thought / won’t have been
think / couldn’t be
were thought / can’t have been
had thought / can’t be
would see / shouldn’t be

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

pursued / began
were pursued / has begun
had pursued / begin
would pursue / was begun
were pursuing / will begin

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

is realizing / was having
will be realized / would have
realized / had
realizes / is having
has realized / will have

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

have continued / have used
are continuing / are using
continued / had used
had continued / would have used
continue / will have used
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is falling
could fall
must have fallen
would be falling
were to have fallen

10. If Germany ---- more fairly by the Western
powers at the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, the
rise of Nazism ---- more difficult.

5. Scientists fear that if we ---- to use our natural
resources so unwisely, we ---- them up
completely by the end of this century.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

has come / invented
came / will invent
would come / was invented
is coming / invents
had come / could invent

9. Some leading economists have forecast that
the US dollar’s value ---- by a third over the
next few years.

4. The interviewer ---- during her interview with
the retired politician that he still ---- the
dynamic presence that had once inspired the
entire country.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

wearing / rides
to wear / is riding
to be wearing / rode
having worn / has ridden
to have worn / was riding

8. The telephone ---- along distance indeed since
Alexander Graham Bell ---- the first crude
transmitter in 1876.

3. Unlike many other innovators, who ---- their
technological passions from their youth,
Samuel Morse ---- his scientific research after a
personal tragedy.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

expected
is expected
would expect
has expected
will have expected
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would be treated / could be
was treated / could have been
could have been treated / will be
has been treated / may have been
had been treated / would have been
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11. A two-way mirror, also called a one-way mirror
by some, ---- to provide one-way observation
during a police interrogation or camouflage for
a surveillance camera.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

16. Most people ---- of food-borne illness as an
unpleasant few days of fever and diarrhoea,
but for some there ---- lifelong consequences.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

is often used
is still using
has got used
has always used
must sometimes use

12. When the people of Polynesia ---- the Hawaiian
Islands, they ---- their local fruits and
vegetables with them.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

17. Oil ---- humanity with many benefits, ---affordable energy to reduce our workloads and
improve our mobility.

were settling / have brought
had settled / were bringing
will settle / can bring
settled / brought
would settle / are bringing

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

13. According the UN, over 8,000 people ---- in the
conflict in Syria so far, and the violence ---- in
what has become a war of slow destruction.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

had died / escalated
may die / will escalate
have died / is escalating
would die / has escalated
died / would have escalated

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

had killed / have caused
have been killed / caused
will have killed / to cause
were killed / were caused
may have killed / causing

caused / transmitted
is caused / is transmitted
had caused / would transmit
was caused / was transmitted
has caused / has transmitted

20. If you ---- two magnets close to each other, you
---- forces between their poles.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

invented / made
had invented / was made
was inventing / had made
has invented / is making
invented / would be made
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has served / is
was served / had
was serving / should be
has been serving / has
had been served / may have

19. Malaria is a preventable and curable infectious
disease ---- by the Plasmodium parasite ---- by
the female Anopheles mosquito.

15. In 1450, when Johan Gutenberg ---- the
movable type printing press, the emergence of
the book publishing industry ---- it possible for
people to print books of folktales.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

provided / in including
is providing / to include
has provided / including
would provide / included
provides / having included

18. The Arabian horse, which ---- humans for many
purposes since the earliest times, ----highly
prized for its speed and intelligence.

14. At least six children ---- in north-western
Venezuela following flash floods ---- by
torrential rains.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

thought / is
were thought / were
think / may be
can think / were
are thought / must be
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would put / felt
will put / have felt
had put / will be feeling
could put / are feeling
put / can feel
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21. Realism, which ---- to appear in children's
books in the 1870's, ---- bolder and more
widespread since 1950, even for the picturebook age.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

26. Watermelons ---- known ---- in semi-desert
districts of Africa as a source of water during
droughts.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

begins / would grow
would begin / is growing
had begun / was growing
has begun / should grow
began / has grown

22. People who ---- in malaria-infested areas or
those travelling to them ---- certain
precautions.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

27. Scientists ---- that a mixture of minerals and
plant extracts ---- the life of obese mice by
nearly sixty percent.

lived / are being taken
are living / should be taken
had lived / need to take
live / ought to take
were living / had better take

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

23. Scientists ---- various methods over the years
to search for genes that ---- to the development
of human intelligence.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

would use / had contributed
will have used / would contribute
are using / have been contributing
have used / must have been contributed
have been using / could have contributed

are being made / contribute
being made / can contribute
to be made / may contribute
are making / would contribute
have been made / are contributed

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

will suggest / would be
is suggesting / had been
had suggested / might be
suggests / may have been
suggested / will have been

30. If the Ottoman Empire ---- apart in the aftermath
of the Great War, the world ---- as it is now.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

domesticating
to be domesticated
having domesticated
to being domesticated
to have been domesticated
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emitted / tend to pose
to emit / have never posed
being emitted / are seldom posed
to be emitted / can barely be posed
having emitted / are currently posing

29. Recent evidence ---- that dinosaurs ---endothermic animals, which generate internal
body heat to maintain a constant body
temperature.

25. In view of the fossil records available, there
remains little doubt that the dog is the first
animal ---- by humans.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

had found / prolonged
will find / are prolonged
have found / can prolong
are found / had prolonged
would find / must be prolonged

28. According to a recently published report, the
radio waves ---- by cell-phones ---- little threat
to human health.

24. Each day new discoveries ---- about the marine
environment that ---- to the world's scientific
and industrial knowledge.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

must be / cultivating
are / to be cultivated
have / to have cultivated
have been / by cultivating
could have / for cultivating
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wouldn't fall / might not be
hadn't fallen / would not be
couldn't have fallen / will not be
didn't fall / would not have been
hasn't fallen / may not have been
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31. When Russia recently ---- supplying gas to
Ukraine over a payment dispute, it ---immediate gas shortages in European
countries.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

36. Since its independence in 1956, Sudan ---several armed conflicts that ---- the country's
economic development, particularly its natural
resources.

stopped / prompted
had stopped / would prompt
has stopped / has prompted
was stopped / was prompted
could have stopped / will prompt

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

32. Over several decades it ---- that our Milky Way
and all other galaxies ---- as a result of the Big
Bang.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

37. As a customer, you ---- as a potential target for
fraudulent activities, but by arming yourself with
information and tools you ---- yourself from
becoming a victim of fraud.

has speculated / will expand
was speculated / would expand
has been speculated / are expanding
could be speculated / expanded
had speculated / were expanding

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

33. After Malacca ---- by the Portuguese in 1511, its
economy ---- incredibly prosperous.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

had invaded / became
invaded / had become
was invaded / became
has invaded / becomes
was invaded / had become

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

was proclaimed / were
would proclaim / could be
had been proclaimed / would be
has been proclaimed / had been
may have proclaimed / must have been

would originate / may be
might originate / had been
had originated / used to be
may have originated / have been
have originated / must have been

40. If a greater proportion of the food people eat ---produced locally, this ---- of great benefit to the
farmer.

suggest / was
have suggested / had been
are suggested / must be
had suggested / was
should be suggested / has been
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didn't question / couldn't be
aren't questioning / has been
aren't questioned / to being
cannot be questioned / to be
were not questioned / wouldn't be

39. Modern mirrors ---- in the 19th century, but
mirrors in general ---- around for much longer.

35. Historians ---- the printing press ---- one of the
most revolutionary inventions in human history.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

have seen / had better protect
are seen / should be protected
may be seen / can protect
were seen / would be protected
can be seen / are protected

38. Even if the importance of words ---- nowadays,
inference is reported ---- as very important for
successful communication.

34. When American independence ---- in 1776,
there ---- few Roman Catholics outside of
Maryland and Pennsylvania.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

had experienced / are affected
was experienced / affected
has been experienced / affect
experienced / were affected
has experienced / have affected

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
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was / may be
has / might be
were to be / would be
could have / may be
had / would have been
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ANSWER KEY
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